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Dear Sir or Madam
Due to the coronavirus pandemic, many conferences worldwide have been canceled or
postponed. As an online streaming platform, we at actuview are currently working with
several partners from our actuarial community on preparing online alternatives of their
events. With this effort, we want to ensure that actuaries in all disciplines and all over the
world have access to interesting and valuable content for their professional education,
and that they have opportunities for a digital exchange of ideas during this period of
working from home and social distancing.
We wish you all the best and good health during these di cult times.

msg life enters partnership with actuview
Last week, msg life, one of the leading IT specialists for insurers, entered a
partnership with actuview as a premium content partner for 2020. Deputy
Chairman of the Executive Board of msg life, Dr. Aristid Neuburger, tells us
about the reasons to join the international network:
actuview: Why has msg life decided to become a content partner and what
impulses do you expect to arise from such a cooperation?
Dr. Neuburger: We are working with actuview because it gives us an
opportunity to discuss our topics and solutions with the international
actuary community. msg life is a highly actuarial software company and we
are pleased to be able to share our ndings and knowledge with experts
across the globe and to present new developments and trends.
Read the full interview on the actuview website.

IAA sections become actuview partners
A few weeks ago the International Actuarial Association (IAA) sections AFIR-ERM, ASTIN,
AWB, IAAHS, IAALS, IACA and PBSS joined actuview as partners for 2020. Now all
international sections of the IAA have free access to the entire actuview archive for their
members around the world. Furthermore, the sections will now be able to present their
own content on the platform to promote and highlight their respective expertise in
different actuarial elds.
Registration codes have been sent to members. If you need assistance to nd your code
or set up your free actuview account, please contact the IAA staff
at sections@actuaries.org or write us at contact@actuview.com.

e-Conference 2020 by DAV and DGVFM
Since the Annual Conference of the German actuaries
cannot take place as planned in Berlin this year, the German
associations DAV and DGVFM are pleased to announce an
alternative digital version of their conference program.
From 28 to 30 April 2020, the e-Conference 2020 will be
published on actuview.
During each of the three days, recorded sessions from all
German sections, as well as plenary sessions with
contributions from the keynote speakers and recorded
podium debates, will be made available online. The program
for e-Conference 2020 is has been published today. Find all
information on the event here.

IAA Sections Virtual Colloquium 2020 in May
The IAA and this year’s Section Colloquium host, the Institut
des Actuaires of France, are pleased to present a
comprehensive program on trending actuarial topics on
actuview as a substitute for the cancelled live event in
Paris. The IAA sections AFIR-ERM, ASTIN, IAAHS, IAALS,
IACA and PBSS will be contributing a livestream to the
Sections Virtual Colloquium 2020 in addition to more than
60 recorded sessions by speakers included in the original
program. The virtual program will be announced shortly here
on the event page.
The Sections Virtual Colloquium will be available for all
actuview users for free.

Actuarial insights on the coronavirus pandemic
COVID-19 has changed the lives of millions of people around
the world. Naturally, the insurance industry also faces unique
challenges with regard to costumer claims as well as their
own investment portfolios.
Several of our partners from the international actuarial
community are sharing their insights into the coronavirus
pandemic and its implications for the insurance market in
webcasts and recordings. The rst sessions are from the IAA
and the Institut des Actuaires of France and can be found in
the video category “Corona Special”. Stay tuned for regular
updates on this topic in the upcoming weeks.

Latest webcast from actuview partner RGA
RGA, one of the world’s largest life and health reinsurers and actuview’s platform sponsor,
regularly publishes webcasts on current topics on actuview.
Now online: “Opioid Prescription History Analysis”
Presented by Nick Kocisak,
Senior Actuarial Assistant,
Global Research & Data Analytics, RGA
Opioids have received a lot of attention in the media due to the consistent rise in
overdose fatalities since the mid-2000s. In this video, Nick Kocisak discusses the results
of RGA’s analysis on the relationship between prescription opioid use and all-cause
mortality. These results challenge common assumptions about prescription opioid use
and provide key insights into three opioid-related features that were associated with
signi cantly different mortality outcomes.
View webcast

New content from the Caribbean
Formed in Jamaica in December 1991, the Caribbean
Actuarial Association (CAA) became a full member of the IAA
in December 2008. Today they count about 300 fellows,
associates and student members.
The 28th Annual Conference of the CAA took place in
Kingston, Jamaica, in November 2018, themed “Running the
Risk”. The following 29th Annual Conference was hosted in
December 2019 in Willemstad, Curacao. With the motto
“Dare to Share” the CAA presented an engaging program
incorporating unique content connecting Caribbean
actuaries to international issues, which is now fully available
online on actuview:

“Climate Change and Its (Large)
Impact on Caribbean Resources”

“Global Capital Tests for Life
Insurance: Past, Present and Future”

Prof. Michael Taylor, PhD, Caterina
Lindman, Suzanne Stanley

Lisa Peterson, Simone Brathwaite

“Unbox the Black Box – An Open
Source Approach to Actuarial
Modelling”

“A View on the Derivation of Mortality
Assumptions for Small Populations
or Portfolios”

Edward Kuo

Frank van Berkum

“Risk and Wealth Distribution in
Health Care”

Find all sessions
from both events
here now!

Dennis Arrindell

aoc2020 Call for Presentations open until 24 May
In September 2020, actuview will be hosting its own online
event – the actuview online conference, aoc2020. Under the
theme “future | actuary”, the aoc2020 will feature a series of
sessions on current developments in the actuarial profession
and address future challenges for actuaries inside and outside
the nancial industry in the age of digital change.
All partners and users of actuview, as well as other interested
actuaries and experts from around the world are invited to
participate and contribute to this special event. Please submit
your proposal for presenting a recorded session during the
aoc2020 including a short abstract and information about you
and your a liation via the online form aoc2020.actuview.com.
The deadline for submissions is 24 May 2020. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us directly
at contact@actuview.com.

Do you know that you can save different registration codes in your pro le?
If you are a member of one of the IAA Sections or of a member association of the Actuarial
Association of Europe or another national association that has joined the actuview network,
you will have received a personal registration code to set up your free account. If you are a
member of more than one actuview partner, or you attended a conference that was virtually
accompanied on actuview, you may have received more than one access code for your
usage of the actuview archive.
In your pro le you can le all those different registration codes under “Access Rights”, so
that if one membership expires the others are taken into account to secure your access.

If you have any comments, questions or suggestions, please don’t hesitate to write us
an e-mail: contact@actuview.com. Have a good week and stay healthy!
actuview team

RGA, Platform Sponsor
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